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Michelle Blackstock
BEE BELA LOVE

Michelle Blackstock, a Charleston native,
beekeeper and artist, has always had an
intense love of the Lowcountry. From the
beaches, to Charleston’s lively and colorful
downtown, historic plantations, gorgeous
marshes and waterways, her love of nature
and the environment is reflected in her art.
Using reclaimed and natural items, incorporating a twist of funky
sophistication,
Michelle
says, “There is a beauty in
everything here that never
ceases to amaze me. I love
to take what has been left
behind or forgotten and
recreate its former beauty
back to life.” Lately, she has
become
immersed
in
creating art from oyster
shells that she continues to
endlessly collect. Michelle
also loves to use pearls in
her jewelry, crèches, angel
ornaments and other pieces of her art.
Beekeeping is her passion. Starting as a way to help save the decreasing
population of honey bees and the environment, Michelle and her family
now have twelve bee hives at their home in Mt. Pleasant and at their rice
plantation in Georgetown, SC. She has created several infused and
whipped honey variations, soap, bug off lotion bars, sugar and salt scrubs,
lip balm, candles and candy from their delicious wildflower honey.
In keeping with that bee fascination, SCORE is also pleased to sell
Michelle’s bee-themed jewelry and purses.
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Lissa Block
BIJOUX
FANDANGO
As a graphic
designer, Lissa Block discovered the world of
color, the importance of the line, and beauty of
movement in layout. She’s always had a
passion for fun and interesting jewelry,
especially one-of-a-kind pieces that she would
find or better yet, receive as a gift.
A few years ago, Lissa discovered the most
beautiful hand-wrapped jewelry in a store that
featured only local craft artists. She fell in love
with the flow of the wire, the beautiful stones and crystals, and the design
that said, "Buy Me!" (She did).
With this introduction to handmade jewelry,
Lissa began examining earrings, pendants,
rings, bracelets and necklaces. And soon, she
developed the confidence to try making her
own designs.
Incorporating her background in design with the
love of jewelry has been a natural fit for Lissa.
All of the work is done with either sterling silver,
gold-plate or gold-filled wire. Whenever
possible, the earrings are nickel-free. The
decorative work is made with Czech glass,
seed beads, Swarovski crystals, and other
natural stones. Semi-precious stones, fresh
water pearls and acrylic pieces are all mixed into the designs for vibrant
and interesting pieces that complement both day and evening wear.
Lissa says, “Wear them for fun, to be funky, because they speak to you.
But most of all -- enjoy the jewelry because it's both affordable and
beautiful.”
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Kathy Church
CHARLESTON SEA JEWELS
Charleston Sea Jewels was
created by two women, Beth
Brannan and Kathy Church,
out of an intense love of the
ocean and, of course, jewelry. It was an idea of putting two passions
together to create a beautiful product.
Charleston Sea Jewels has grown tremendously over the past several
years. Besides having home accessories, we have a wedding line, a
beautiful bath line, jewelry, ornaments and an amazing collection of
gorgeous boxes. All of our designs are made with real shells from all over
the world and adorned with stunning
crystals. Each piece is hand-adorned
and made in Charleston.
Our 3rd partner, Lynn Harrison Dyer
comes from an extensive sales,
marketing,
and
management
background. Thanks to Lynn’s expertise,
we are now in over 500 stores,
boutiques, and hotels, including five Ritz Carlton hotels in the US,
Bahamas, and the Virgin Islands.
We have been featured in the Coastal Living’s Showhouse on Daniel
Island, the editors’ Pick of the High Point International Market, and the
Current Editors’ Pick in the summer edition of the Charleston Style and
Design magazine, and others.
We have a permanent showroom in The High Point Furniture and
Accessories Market, which we attend every October and April, drawing
customers from all over the world.
Charleston Sea Jewels are a beautiful creation and accessory to any home
and truly make the perfect gift.
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Patricia Cook
WATERBEADLE JEWELRY DESIGNS
Waterbeadle came to life in 2005 while Pat and her
husband were cruising the East Coast in their trawler,
Waterdog, with their yellow lab. While on the water, Pat felt the desire to
express her creativity and began making jewelry. She was inspired by the
magnificent spectrum of water colors from the blue grey Atlantic to
transparent aquamarine off the coast of Bald Head Island and the vibrant
colors of sunsets and sunrises over the water, along with the textures,
colors and shapes of shells, sea creatures, plant and bird life.
Her love and appreciation for jewelry evolved naturally because of the
lifelong influence of her father, a San Francisco jewelry designer. As a
young girl, she learned how to sell and repair jewelry while working part
time for her father. Her experiences and
memories led to a desire to explore the
creative process and develop her own style.
Several years ago, after visiting the
Sweetgrass Festival in Charleston and
seeing some of the beautiful weaving done
by Annette Mazyck, Pat commissioned
Annette to weave sweetgrass disks and
pendants for her.
All of Pat’s designs evolve from a classic
style and incorporate a creative eclectic flair
with attention to fine detail. The use of semiprecious stones with sterling silver, 14K goldfilled or vermeil components and natural
elements such as sweetgrass, shells, seed pods and fiber are often
incorporated in her designs as are copper components. Her love for pearls
and their intrinsic beauty is evident in the majority of her pieces.
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Lucy DiGiuseppe
ELLIS CREEK
My mother taught me to sew in my preteen years on her Singer
featherweight sewing machine, which I still use today. While my first love is
quilting, I spend a good bit of time sewing garments and home décor. I
started Ellis Creek when the time came to retire after working at the
Medical University of South Carolina for over 42 years. When discussing
retirement with my family, the question was brought up as to what I was
going to do. My mother-in-law quickly spoke up and said I could "wash
windows and blinds." Obviously, her obsession with housework did not rub
off on me. I would much rather spend time sewing. My daughter-in-law
encouraged me to open an Etsy shop.
At Ellis Creek, you’ll find children’s clothing,
baby items and home décor. All of my products
are made with quality fabrics and are usually
100% cotton. Most fabrics are prewashed and
dried to prevent further shrinking.
With three granddaughters, I love make dresses
for little girls. I love working in pretty pink
pastels. Surprising to me, however, my best
selling item is the little boy bubble suit. They are
sweet, simple and reasonably priced. Many
customers will buy several at a time.
The charming, unisex bibs and burp
cloths featured for sale at SCORE
have a musical theme — what else
would you expect at a symphony
fundraising event?
Look for my other items when I do my
trunk shows – I’ll have items for the
home.
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Kari Farkas
LOWCOUNTRY SHUCKERS
Shuck It. Stick It. & Dip It! It’s that easy, made in
Charleston, SC. This unique patented all-in-one seafood utensil comes in a
multitude of designs, colors and materials. This handcrafted Americanmade product is the perfect accessory for any seafood lover looking to
stand out amongst the sea of average fishermen. Whether you’re attending
a lobster, crab or shrimp boil, you’ll be pleased with the utensil’s
performance, and for those attending an oyster roast, clam bake or for the
person who just loves eating mussels, you’ll never view these events as
work ever again, just good times with good people.
Living in the Lowcountry in SC, Kari and Jamey have been regulars at
every family or friend’s Lowcountry boil, oyster roast, clam bake and
Beaufort stew since becoming a couple. Kari notes, “We were always in
attendance with the usual odds and ends needed to get the job done. Our
pockets were constantly bulging with oyster knives, forks and even pliers.
Inevitably, once on the table they would wind up missing, leaving us to
scavenge for someone
else’s tools!”
This constant frustration
eventually led to a
breakthrough. Why have
multiple utensils, when
you can just combine them all? Their unique patented utensil joins the best
of every world, allowing for easy shucking, more leverage while shell
splitting, a clean dipping method and most important, frustration-free
eating. Kari says, “After using our garage-made prototype personally for
years and with much encouragement from friends and family, Lowcountry
Shuckers was born.”
It’s the ultimate necessity for all seafood lovers looking to make a splash,
whether it’s at a boil or roast -- you’ll be sure to stand out.
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Danielle Fabrega
THE TOWN SERIF
The Town Serif was launched in 2016 by Danielle Fabrega in Charleston,
SC. What began as a calligraphy side hustle quickly grew into a fullservice design studio offering workshops, paper and gift products and
bespoke calligraphy and illustration
services.
Danielle's work has been featured in
BRIDES, Charleston Weddings, A
Lowcountry Wed, Style Me Pretty,
Borrowed & Blue, Junebug Weddings,
Aisle Society, Skirt! and Instagram for
Business
.
Her product line includes a variety of
whimsical paper and gift products that
celebrate the timeless nature of
handwritten correspondence and the
charm of Charleston. In an increasingly
digitally nomadic world, there’s a joy in
finding community and identifying with
places that resonate in our hearts. Kari
hopes to encompass the hospitality and
colorful joy that represents Charleston in
her line of enamel pins, keychains,
greeting cards, art prints and other gift
items.
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Jodie-Beth Galos
MT PLEASANT MEMENTOS
My father, George Galos, is 95 years old, a retired
doctor, a veteran of WWII and a superb wood worker.
As a hobby, he crafts
wooden boxes, back
scratchers and cheese
knives out of common
(walnut, oak, cherry)
and
not-so-common
woods (zebra, purple
and red heart).
Recently, he’s been
working with wood
from South Carolina
live oak trees. The
little boxes that he’s
crafted are perfect as
eye glasses cases or
to hold tiny treasures.
His
backscratchers
and cheese knives (or
letter openers – your
choice) are perfect
gifts for people (most
notably,
men)
for
whom it’s difficult to
shop. These are true
tomorrow’s heirlooms,
today.
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Suzanne Hardie
FASCINATED BY HATS
Suzanne Hardie creates one-of-a-kind
fascinators and hats that help women be their most beautiful and fun
selves. Each is exquisitely handcrafted and a unique millinery creation.
Fascinated by Hats offers a range of hats: from pillbox to larger brimmed
hats, and from small to very large fascinators. There also are Kentucky
Derby hats, wedding hats, as well as casual and cocktail hats and
fascinators. Suzanne also sometimes reinvents quality vintage hats,
maintaining their classic beauty while updating their look.
Whether you’re looking for something elegant or casual, for a special
occasion or just every day, Fascinated by Hats has the variety of designer
fascinators and hats to meet your needs.
Fascinated by Hats blossomed from Suzanne’s
retirement hobby of hat-making. She realized that
with her sewing, technical, and artistic
background, she could learn to make high-quality
fascinators and hats and sell them at very good
prices, relative to those sold by well-known
designers.
Although Suzanne’s background isn’t what you’d
expect for a hat designer – she worked as a Chemical Engineer – it trained
her to be a creative problem-solver. She worked in research and product
development at Procter and Gamble for 32
years but at the same time, she always
engaged in artistic pursuits – jewelry-making,
painting, sewing and tailoring. Suzanne brought
the engineer and the artist together to create
her beautiful and unique designer fascinators
and hats.
Suzanne loves that she’s able to be creative
and engage with women, to help them feel their
best, look their best, be confident and beautiful.
She says, “I watch them giggle and primp while
they find the hats and/or fascinators that bring a glowing smile to their
faces. What a joy-filled endeavor!”
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Kristyn Holding
MUNGO LINENS
A proudly South African company, Mungo designs, weaves and produces
quality, natural fiber homeware textiles. Their unique range of products
includes throws, towels, bedding, and apparel.
Mungo was founded in 1998 by Master Weaver Stuart Holding. Fast
forward 20 years and the business still remains in family hands, crossing
generations. Stuart’s son, Dax, manages the business to ensure that the
quality of workmanship Mungo has become renowned for remains a top
priority. Dax’s wife, Kristyn, heads up sales, and is currently in the process
of setting up a Mungo outlet in her hometown of Charleston.
Mungo’s production takes place at their mill, which is
based in the coastal town of
Plettenberg Bay, South Africa.
In 2017, they opened the doors
of their mill to the public. Inside,
you will find a cross section of
weaving technology that spans
the last century and a half of
weaving evolution. Mungo has
now accumulated 16 looms
from different weaving eras, all
carefully restored to their former glory.
The Mungo Mill is the culmination of a shared vision to inspire a
reconnection with the way that textiles are made, a learning experience in
seeing the progression of weaving technology and an appreciation for the
makers who are the heartbeat of the industry.
With the rise of mass production and exploitation in the global textile
industry, there is an increased demand for sustainable, ethically-produced
fabrics. Mungo is a unique textile company that uses the tools at their
disposal to champion an honest and transparent method of manufacturing,
from sourcing their yarn to empowering the local community in Plettenberg
Bay. All their weavers and seamstresses have become skilled artisans with
continued development in their respective roles.
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Karen Innella
KAREN’S KOLLECTION
Purses. Scarves. Hats. Summer Wear.
Designer Jackets. Statement Necklaces and
Cuff Bracelets.
 Our best-selling purses are our threefold small bags -- a place for your
credit cards, your change, and your bills.
 Other purses are spring and summer colors. Most purses have places to
put keys. Our purses usually have a cross body strap, or a short strap
that would be a wristlet. The Kollection only carries vegan purses -- no
leather.
 We also have cell phone cases with one side made of clear plastic so
you can always see your phone, dial, or answer it.
 Scarves can be styled in a figure 8 or in a roundabout around your neck,
but also over the shoulders to become a shrug.
 We have cashmere pashminas from Europe as well as the light weight
ones made of rayon, cotton or bamboo.
 We have the famous lightweight ponchos in solid colors from a designer
called VIVI made in California.
 The best-selling item every year at the Designer Showhouse is a jacket
of patchwork textiles made of brocades, silks, taffetas and rayon. They
are made in the USA.
 Our summer tops come in beachy colors and they make great cover-ups
-- or pair them with pants or skirts for a casual look.
 We have handwoven hats from Madagascar in bright colors to wear in
the sun and fashion hats and fedoras. Lightweight hats are a given in
Charleston!
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Karen E. Lowrimore
707 THIRD AVENUE
Karen has enjoyed creating a variety of things as
long as she can remember. Her gifts of
imagination and artistic flare have flourished
through her lifelong love of crafts, which started
with sewing with her mother and grandmothers. Through college, Karen
made or helped make her clothes.
Her maternal grandmother taught her to crochet. Karen was
soon using these new skills to earn money by making items
for friends and co-workers.
During summer visits with family, Karen
learned Swedish Weaving and decorated
many tea towels. She still finds this a relaxing
craft form and cherishes her vintage patterns.
One summer, Karen’s mother bought her a
ball of thread, a tatting shuttle, and a Coats
and Clark “You Can Do It” instruction book
and told her she could figure out how to tat.
Eight hours later, Karen had mastered the flip that is vital to
tatting. For years, Karen enjoyed creating tatted items for
family and friends, making medallions, jewelry, edgings for
handkerchiefs, and a number of other items.
One day, a friend introduced Karen to beading, and she has
not looked back. This has been an exciting journey, with a lot
to learn along the way. Karen enjoys Peyote Stitch the most, due to the
flexibility it offers. Many of the bracelets she creates feel like silk in your
hand; so soft and pliable, yet with built-in strength. Her attention to
practical details, such as the type of clasp, makes her jewelry not only
beautiful, but easy to wear as well.
To Karen, each pattern is like Christmas! As she adds each bead, the
pattern begins to unfold, one line of beads at a time, magically developing
until you can suddenly see the pattern, the design and the ultimate look of
the piece.
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Jean Matthews
ACCESSORIES BY JEAN ANN
I have always enjoyed hobbies and have had a
number of them, sewing, needlepoint, quilting, cross
stitching to name a few.
About 15 years ago, I decided to try designing and creating my own jewelry
using natural stones. I attended bead shows, read books, purchased
equipment and beads and began my new hobby. The recipients of my first
creations were friends and family. Slowly, I started selling some of what I
made. I find this hobby very enjoyable and when I sell something, I use the
money to buy more
stones to keep my
hobby alive.
I make one-of-a-kind
creations and each one
is a new adventure. My
designs are usually
classic styles, but never
formal. Recently, I have
been putting vintage
items in some of my
designs
such
as
Heraldic
pins,
old
lockets and watch parts. Old made new.
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Nealoo McLain
NEALOO WEARABLE ART
Life has a way of leading you through interesting phases with ease and
grace. I have always
had a dual fascination
with academic and
artistic facets of life.
After completing a
doctorate degree in
micro and cell biology,
I turned my focus to
cultivating my artistic
side.
I use the finest quality
semi-precious stones
and metals to create
one-of-a-kind wearable art. The brilliance of nature is reflected in the
stones, color and arrangement of my work. Every piece is handcrafted and
unique with artistic design to represent my immense appreciation for all
phases of life. Sharing my love for beauty with others through my art is both
exciting and fulfilling.
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Rebecca McMenemy
SURCEE JEWELRY
Rebecca McMenemy designs Surcee Jewelry in
Charleston, SC, working out of her studio at
Redux Contemporary Art Center.
She graduated from the College of Charleston with a B.A. in Art History.
Studying Art History exposed her to many different design styles and
mediums. Though she has dabbled in many different genres over the
years, jewelry has always been a passion for her. At a young age,
Rebecca’s grandmother started going through her own jewelry collection
and allowing Rebecca to pick a piece or two during each visit. This was
always something she looked forward to and began her love for jewelry.
Rebecca decided to start making her own jewelry after
taking several metalsmithing classes. A few classes
turned into hobby and then a business. She has
continued to grow as a designer over the years. Though
primarily self-taught, Rebecca has taken classes to
improve her craft.
Rebecca’s designs are inspired by travel and nature.
She has been fortunate to have had some wonderful
travel experiences that have allowed her to see firsthand the beautiful landscapes that exist in the world. She always tries to
use natural beads, stones and pearls. Using natural materials, as opposed
to manufactured stones, give the designs a more organic aesthetic, and the
owner of the piece of jewelry feels like they are wearing something special.
Rebecca’s work incorporates beading as well as metalsmithing. She loves
the endless possibilities that come with taking a piece of metal sheet or
wire and creating something beautiful from the raw materials. She creates
pieces that can be worn separately or layered together. A customer is able
to take a long necklace and double it to create a shorter necklace, layer
different necklaces, or pair items together to create their own unique
statement. Rebecca’s goal is to create timeless pieces that the owner will
keep and cherish over the years.
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Mepkin Abbey
MEPKIN ABBEY
Mepkin Abbey is a place where the public encounters the monastic
tradition. We are pleased to feature the artistic work of local, national and
international monastics and artisans. Their work is a share in God’s
creation which we believe is a privileged way to touch God’s truth and
beauty.
Mepkin Abbey Dried Mushrooms
The Abbey’s White Oyster Mushrooms
are featured in select Charleston
restaurants. Oyster mushrooms have
long been cultivated in Asia for their
medicinal benefits as well as excellent
taste, and are a rich source of Bvitamins.
Dried mushrooms are concentrated with powerful flavor,
so you need less of them. Use three ounces of dried
mushrooms for every pound of fresh mushrooms called
for in the recipe. That might not seem like enough, but
once they're reconstituted, the mushrooms will expand to give the amount
of fresh mushrooms needed in the recipe. For dried mushroom recipes,
read Food for Thought by Fr. Joe Tedesco.
Trappist Preserves
In the autumn of 1954, the monks who worked in the
Abbey herb garden decided to make a batch of mint jelly.
The mint had been abundant that year, and they wanted
to put it to good use. Their homemade jelly was sent down
the hill to be sold at the Porter’s Lodge. The response was
enthusiastic. People clamored for more. The brothers
experimented with other varieties of fruit and wine jellies,
jams and preserves. Jelly-making has proven to be a successful and
compatible monastic industry and you’ll why know after you taste the
Trappist preserves.
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Valentina Messina
ARTISTIC ITALIAN POTTERY
My items are imported ceramics from Italy
and I have pieces from different artists
from Sicily. The tradition of pottery in Sicily
dates back to 2,400 B.C. Sicily was
dominated by different peoples: Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans, Arabs,
Normans and Spanish. They all brought their own pottery techniques,
innovations and style, leaving behind them diverse Sicilian pottery
processes.
Most traditional of the artists I import from are Desuir and Boria. In their
works is a strong influence of Arab patterns but also the Spanish
domination can be seen using "Majolica," or tin-glazed pottery.
The most important artist is Susanna de Simone, who is well-known all
around the world for her unique
style, created by her late father,
Giovanni, a celebrated Italian
ceramist.
His
work
was
characterized by intense colors
and a drawing style inspired by
Picasso. He left his legacy in the
creative hands of Susanna. She
likes to portray the warm
Mediterranean atmosphere and the
pleasure of daily life from her
beloved region of Sicily. All her
pieces are hand-painted so no two pieces are alike.
Another artist is Antonino Piscitello whose family founded the company in
1683 in Santo Stefano di Camastra, a small Sicilian town also known as
"The Ceramic Town." He is an icon of Italian Mediterranean style, with bold
color accents and unique patterns. In 2006, he was declared a "Living
Human Treasure" by UNESCO.
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Ruth Miller
SLAVERY TO CIVIL RIGHTS: A WALKING TOUR OF
AFRICAN-AMERICAN CHARLESTON
by Alec Cooley and Ruth Miller
“Alec Cooley and Ruth Miller are going where few have gone
before. This guide provides a side of Charleston’s history that is
seldom revealed.”
--Joseph McGill, Founder of the Slave Dwelling Project
“This work is an insightful and well organized resource guide for
tourists and locals who seek in-depth factual information about
Lowcountry African American history and culture.”
--Sherman E. Pyatt, Commissioner Gullah-Geechee Corridor

The newly published book, Slavery to Civil Rights, looks at the less told
history of Charleston’s African-American community. The highly illustrated
volume begins in the 1600s and carries through to the present. Written by
local historian and tour guide, Ruth Miller, the manuscript is based on her
40 years spent learning and sharing the Lowcountry story. Ruth teamed up
with researcher Alec Cooley to record events of black history seldom heard
and lost or buried over the years while weaving them into the more wellknown subjects of slave trade, Reconstruction, Jim Crow laws and the Civil
Rights Movement.
For example, do you know why there are more Baha'is than Jews in the
state of South Carolina? What happened in the race riots of 1919? Why
Charleston holds claim to the first Memorial Day? Did you know an English
trader, who described the enslaved whom he sold here as “unclean
creatures,” is the same man who later wrote the hymn “Amazing Grace”?
Did you know the first African-American female doctor licensed in the state
was also the first female doctor in this city?
The book gives recognition to “The Nameless Enslaved” whose life stories
are non-existent except for bills of sale, runaway slave ads, inventories of
wills, and such. The book’s format is two walking tours, one centered on
Broad Street, the other on Calhoun Street, with a third section titled
“Additional Sites and Stories.” Each entry, however, is a story unto itself
and taken as a whole, Slavery to Civil Rights becomes an important read
about Charleston’s African-American history.
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Chuma Nwokike
CHUMA GULLAH GALLERY
Chuma Gullah Gallery has been
operating in Charleston since 1991. We
specialize in the art of the Gullah people
of coastal South Carolina as visually
portrayed by internationally recognized
masters and an innovative select group
of emerging artists. Jonathan Green is our bestselling artist.
Art critics consider Jonathan Green one of the most important
contemporary painters of the Southern experience. Born on August 9, 1955
in Gardens Corner, SC, Green was the second of seven children. He was
raised in the home of his maternal grandmother, Eloise Stewart Johnson,
where he learned the Gullah dialect and culture of the coastal Southeast.
Green’s interest in the arts was first nurtured as a student at Beaufort High
School. After graduation, Green joined the U.S. Air Force in order to travel
and obtain an education. He then attended the School of the Art Institute of
Chicago, receiving a B.F.A. degree in 1982.
Green’s artwork is heavily influenced by his Gullah heritage with vividly
colored paintings and prints documenting everyday chores, in addition to
celebrating Gullah life’s rites of passage. By returning his art to his
childhood upbringing, Green has created an autobiographical body of work
in addition to documenting a vanishing way of life.
Since 1982, Green has participated in four traveling exhibitions throughout
the United States and 48 solo exhibitions. His work is in the permanent
collections of numerous museums including The Morris Museum (Augusta,
GA), The Afro-American Museum of Philadelphia, The Naples Museum of
Art (Naples, FL), and The IFCC Cultural Center (Portland, OR). In 1996,
Green received an honorary doctorate from the University of South
Carolina, the same year a book, Gullah Images: The Art of Jonathan
Green, reproducing several his pieces, was published. In 2009, Green
received the Key of Life Award for his contributions and achievements in
the visual fine arts from the NAACP at the organization’s 40th Image
Awards. Jonathan Green is the only artist commissioned twice to provide
the image for the annual Spoleto Festival poster in Charleston.
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Illene Olanoff
RIPPLING BROOK POTTERY
My interest in clay developed gradually over 30 years
ago. I took pottery classes at Kalamazoo Institute of
Art and at Kalamazoo College in Michigan. I continue
to take pottery workshops throughout the country to
get new inspirations for my work. I have sold my
work in galleries and juried art shows.
I find throwing on the pottery wheel very satisfying and relaxing. I also
enjoy hand-building, carving, stamping and using textures in the clay. My
vibrant colors have been influenced by my environment, living here in
Charleston. The pieces are also influenced by the ocean and natural
surroundings.
The glazes are
food safe. My
pots are made
with the intent to
be used and
enjoyed!
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Terry Stephenson
JUXTAPOSITION HOME & GARDEN
This is Terry’s third year as a room
designer in the Showhouse. This year, Terry designed the Sitting Room
and Second Floor Piazza. Here’s how she describes it:
Come and relax in this French impressionist-inspired sitting room. The
charming, energizing retreat is reminiscent of Monet’s home and garden in
Giverny, France. The original blank canvas
was transformed into a space filled with art
and beauty, thanks to an expertly-edited
collection of antiques, paintings, and gardeninspired accents. The focal point in the room
is the antique 19th century cast iron French
campaign daybed. Featured above the bed is
a collection of starburst mirrors displayed on
an antique French green-slatted panel. Other
highlights include a pair of Louis XV
wingback chairs and an antique French
chest, console, and writing table.
An easel from Paris displays a delightful
vintage French impressionist landscape oil
painting from Avignon. Works from talented
local artisans are showcased throughout the
room as well. A crystal chandelier above
sparkles and illuminates the rich palette of
colors in the room below. Lush pale blue
velvet panels frame the French doors leading
outside to the piazza.

Terry Stephenson is the owner and design
consultant for Juxtaposition Home & Garden featured in Wynsum Antiques
and Interiors. Juxtaposition specializes in French antiques and MCM
furniture, architectural and garden accents, original art and global textiles.
As a direct importer from France, Juxtaposition offers the best and most
relevant authentic design elements, providing every home and garden with
a distinctive and original style.
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Cathy Tucker
ANGELS RINGS & THINGS
A native of central Ohio and an avid Ohio State
University sports fan, Cathy grew up on a family
farm, the youngest of five children. After high
school, she attended Ohio State University, then
worked in the Franklin County Juvenile Court
System, before moving into human resources for Federated Department
Stores. Accepting a position
with Limited Brands, she
worked in store operations for
Victoria’s Secret and then Lane
Bryant. Marriage and jobs of
increasing responsibility took
her from Central Ohio to
Southern California, and finally
to Charleston, South Carolina,
where she has lived with her
husband of 25 years.
During her travels and retail
experience, her eye to style and
crafts developed and was nurtured. Her current crafting interests include
beading and fusing glass. Cathy also realized that while there are many
accomplished jewelers, the
market for beaded utensils
was
untapped,
so
she
developed
lines
of
embellished serving pieces
and utensils. She successfully
operates her crafting studio
and displays her creations at
holiday bazaars and festivals.
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Victoria Ubina
NINE YARDS INTERNATIONAL LUXURY DESTINATION GIFTWARE
Jonathan Green Collection – Gifts, women’s and men’s accessories, and
home goods inspired by the art of renowned artist Jonathan Green.
Jonathan is best known for his colorful depictions of the Gullah culture of
the Lowcountry and his majestic landscapes. He is known and collected
worldwide as the foremost painter of the Southern experience. Jonathan’s
works can be seen at the Gibbes Museum as well as the Morris in Augusta,
Georgia, and other private collections throughout the country. Jonathan is
the official Ambassador of the Arts of Charleston commissioned by Mayor
John Tecklenburg.
Our collection includes ladies scarves, shawls, men’s ties and pocket
squares,
ornaments,
various
home
accessories, notecards, hats and other
products. Our scarves can be framed and
make beautiful home accessories. Each
product comes with a story card on a
hangtag that explains the history and
inspiration of the design.
Victoria Ward Collection – Specializes in gifts
that celebrate the architectural and historic
beauty of notable places in Charleston. Featured is the Charleston Scarf
designed with the expert counsel of Historic Charleston Foundation, the
Pineapple Fountain, the ironwork at Market Hall, the horses at Charleston
Place, and the Wentworth Mansion as well as the Gibbes Museum. It’s
made of silk and comes from Italy.
Also featured is the Gate Collection inspired by the decorative ironwork of
Charleston. Products in this collection come as linens, porcelain or the
Gate Scarf made of silk chiffon. The porcelain items are all hand-decorated
in Charleston. Scarf rings featuring the ironwork of master blacksmith Philip
Simmons are also available. These are hand-cut of silver plate in Mexico.
Linens all feature notable gates in Charleston including the Sword Gate
and various Philip Simmons Gates. Other linens include tea towels
embroidered with the Pineapple Fountain, the Palmetto Tree and Moon and
Rainbow Row.
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Gail Wamboldt
JEWELS
Gail was born and raised in Northern New
Jersey. Fashion was always an interest and
she started working in retail at the age of 15, making her own clothes and
working in a local store. Re-ordering cosmetics, candy and other items
helped establish her future. Gail majored in fashion merchandising and
home economics in college, graduating with a Bachelor in Science from
Seton Hill University. After college, she worked her way up in retail from
assistant buyer, buyer and in store management.
Moving to Charleston 22 years ago with her husband’s company’s
relocation, Gail discovered her passion for making jewelry. Jewels is her
collection of handmade jewelry based in Mount
Pleasant and is an expression of fun, easy,
sophisticated and unique styles.
Gail’s works incorporate a variety of natural
and precious gemstones, pearls, and other
inspired materials. Most pieces are one-of-akind. Whether your style is fun, funky or
fabulous (or all of the above), discover the
piece that speaks to you.

